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You don't need to have any special knowledge for installing or using this software. Just download it, install, enjoy and get ready to download/download new updates for this brilliant and robust software. The 13th update of the document for new features and new features of Franzis HDR (Franzis HDR project 8) was released. Franzis HDR
(Franzis HDR project 8) is a professional HDR software and color corrector for mobile devices. It helps you to create a professional-quality photos without special expertise or high-end equipment. Create HDR photos for iPhone, iPad, Android, Samsung etc. from an original picture. It is a simple and easy to use software. It has a selection of
new features for this version, including: ● Native 64-bit support, especially useful for those who use Windows 10. ● Ability to save images in JPEG, JPG, PNG, GIF, TIFF, PNG-8 and BMP format. ● Dynamic blur radius adjustment. ● Ability to edit EXIF metadata on import. ● Ability to enable/disable auto exposure on import. ● Ability

to apply exposure mode, white balance, saturation and contrast settings to the import source (a HDR photo). ● Ability to select only a desired part of the image for HDR import. ● Ability to select any necessary HDR parameters for import. ● Ability to re-adjust the photo after HDR import. ● Ability to save the changes you made to the
HDR image and open it at any time. ● Ability to use only one import HDR source and save it with the name of the original file. ● Ability to have an automatic export of the work you made to the phone. ● Ability to edit the EXIF metadata of exported image. ● Ability to make a new button in the settings to save all the changed parameters

and export the image as new. ● Ability to send the exported image on email or WhatsApp. ● Ability to adjust the contrast, brightness, saturation and other parameters in the settings. ● Ability to change the default display, folder, export, grid, auto, opening the photo and so on. ● Ability to create a new language. ● Ability to change the
interface language. ● Ability to add new translations and update existing translations. ● Ability to set the start and end date of the import or export work.

Languages: Multilingual | File size: 306.89 MB The best picture in any situation. Like no other technology, HDR lets your photos shine. It combines three lenses with which the photographer captures vivid details with which he creates a realistic photograph. HDR is a technology that allows you to do things that you can't do with regular
photography. It gives you the ability to take beautiful photos. HDR is not only a technology that can make your photos perfect. It is a technology with which you can create amazing photos. fffad4f19a
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